
 

 

BackBack--Up Camera, Utilizes Front Up Camera, Utilizes Front 

Monitor when activatedMonitor when activated  

Power Door Locks on Entry DoorsPower Door Locks on Entry Doors  

Exterior Emergency LED LightingExterior Emergency LED Lighting  

Patient Area LED LightingPatient Area LED Lighting  

Stainless Steel threshold protectors Stainless Steel threshold protectors   

Vortex Lined (Polyurea) Interior of            Vortex Lined (Polyurea) Interior of            

Compartments providing an easy to Compartments providing an easy to 

clean as well a durable, no cracking, clean as well a durable, no cracking, 

no peeling & no slippage surface.no peeling & no slippage surface.  

Stainless Steel Venting in all      Stainless Steel Venting in all      

compartmentscompartments  
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The 147” Body Length Paraliner,   The 147” Body Length Paraliner,   

features a Ford E350 Chassis with features a Ford E350 Chassis with 

138” Wheelbase or GM G3500    138” Wheelbase or GM G3500    

Chassis with 139” Wheelbase.Chassis with 139” Wheelbase.  
With numerous standards, including:With numerous standards, including:  

68” or 70” Headroom 68” or 70” Headroom   

59 CFT of Interior Cabinet Storage 59 CFT of Interior Cabinet Storage   

57 CFT of Exterior Compartment 57 CFT of Exterior Compartment 

Storage Storage   
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When older buildings have restrictions When older buildings have restrictions 

of Shorter Garage Doors & Shallower of Shorter Garage Doors & Shallower 

Stalls, Paraliner has always been Stalls, Paraliner has always been 

there to fit the bill...Now when the bill there to fit the bill...Now when the bill 

needs to be smaller, the Paraliner is needs to be smaller, the Paraliner is 

the answer to that as well.  the answer to that as well.    

  

The Paraliner was the start of it all for The Paraliner was the start of it all for 

Life Line back in 1985.  Now here it Life Line back in 1985.  Now here it 

is, never left, just been taking a back is, never left, just been taking a back 

seat to our big boys (Superliner & seat to our big boys (Superliner & 

Highliner).  It’s back in the lime light Highliner).  It’s back in the lime light 

as a budget friendly alternative.as a budget friendly alternative. 

The Paraliner maybe small, The Paraliner maybe small,   

                                                                but it’s in there:but it’s in there:  

Strong lightweight solid surface interior Strong lightweight solid surface interior 

cabinet construction.cabinet construction.  

“Y” design Chamfer cabinet corner an       “Y” design Chamfer cabinet corner an       

Integrated element eliminating any exposed Integrated element eliminating any exposed 

fasteners for ease of cleaning.fasteners for ease of cleaning.  

Surround quiet 2” Plank foam Insulation plus Surround quiet 2” Plank foam Insulation plus 

4mil Vapor barrier through4mil Vapor barrier through--out Module walls, out Module walls, 

Ceiling & Doors.Ceiling & Doors.  

An exclusive Life Line Design 2x3 Triple   An exclusive Life Line Design 2x3 Triple   

hollow before & aft of the wheel well of both hollow before & aft of the wheel well of both 

the wall & floor construction for extra side the wall & floor construction for extra side 

impact protection.impact protection.  

Substantial Bank Vault design threeSubstantial Bank Vault design three--inchinch--deep deep 

door structure on all entries & compartments. door structure on all entries & compartments.   

2x3 Impact Rail System, designed to absorb 2x3 Impact Rail System, designed to absorb 

impact & minimize module damage.impact & minimize module damage.  

Over 2” thick Double Aluminum, interlocking, Over 2” thick Double Aluminum, interlocking, 

insulated floor.insulated floor.  
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